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Research Summary: 

Abstract : 

The ancient Egyptian civilization is one of the most important human civilizations in which 

people coexist with the natural phenomena surrounding them with all the elements of the 

universe, which carries symbolic implications of a philosophical and philosophical dimension 

related to the time period in which it appeared and has linked the ancient Egyptian artist 

between every conceptual and philosophical experience and around it to the experience of 

creative aesthetic. 

The animal component of one of the elements used by the student in the field of metal 

formation in the design of metal works during the study of ancient Egyptian art in accordance 

with the proposed course in the field, so this requires the knowledge of students symbolic 

meaning of the animal element in ancient Egyptian art during their design for the proposed 

metal According to the frame which is consistent with the employment function of the 

proposed occupation and the plastic-executed methods of metal-working designed by the 

student, In this context, the research will examine the symbolic significance of the animal 

element in the ancient Egyptian art and the evolution of the appearance of these elements 

during the successive periods of time and study models thereof, which were carried out with 

different metallic materials (copper, gold, silver, bronze). The study of the symbolicmeaning 

of the animal element in ancient Egyptian art with the presentation of samples of metal works 

in which the animal element is shown as one of the most important formulations. The research 

ended with results and recommendations. 

. The research ended with the presentation of the findings and recommendations. 
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Research problem: 

The researchers believe that the symbolic significance of the animal element in ancient 

Egyptian art should be the focus of attention in the field of metal formation in order to benefit 

the students in the field of specialization when constructing the designs of the metal artworks 

in accordance with the thought and philosophy of the ancient Egyptian religion and hence the 

problem of research in the following question: 

- Thestudy  ofthe symbolic significance of the animal element in ancient Egyptian art can 

benefit in the design of metal works. 
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Force search: 

- The study of the symbolic significance of the animal element in the ancient Egyptian art can 

be useful in the design of metal works. 

Search Goal: 

- Studying the symbolic significance of the animal element in the ancient Egyptian art as an 

input to the use of the design of the metal works. 

research importance: 

- Testimony of the field of metal formation through studying the symbolic significance of the 

models of animal elements in ancient Egyptian art. 

- Highlighting the animal elements in ancient Egyptian art and clarifying the symbolic 

significance of each animal element of these elements according to the thought and 

philosophy of ancient Egyptian art. 

- The definition of the symbolic meaning of the animal elements in ancient Egyptian art, 

especially when designing the metal works, in order not to use animal elements with different 

symbolic meaning in his philosophy within the art design. 

search limits: 

- Studying the Symbolic Significance of the Animal Element in Ancient Egyptian Art. 

- Studying models of animal elements in ancient Egyptian art executed with different metallic 

materials (copper - gold - silver - bronze). 

Research Methodology : 

The research depends on descriptive and analytical descriptive method to review the 

following frameworks: 

- The first axis: the concept of the symbol and its origin, and the concept of symbol in 

ancient Egyptian art. 

- The second axis: study the symbolic significance of the animal element in the ancient 

Egyptian art with the presentation of models of metal works, which show the animal element 

as one of the most important formulations. 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations: 

First Results:  

- The symbol is the relationship between the two sides "connotation, and expression", without 

any connection between the form of the symbol and the content of the meaning of the symbol. 

- The symbol was contained in the same thought and philosophy integrated with the life of 

peoples - worldly, ideological - throughout the ages has been formulated and expressed in 

visual language 

- The symbol played an important role in building the cultures of the people in general and 

was the gateway to the expression of thought and philosophy of each particular culture and 

each society of different cultures and environment. 

- The animal element has a symbolic significance with a great role in expressing the thought, 

philosophy and thought of ancient Egyptian civilization. 

- The animal component is one of the important elements with symbolic indications used by 

the ancient Egyptian in the formulation of his artistic work, which was linked to his ideology. 
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- Studying the symbolic significance of the animal component in ancient Egyptian art is one 

of the important intellectual and philosophical approaches in the field of metal formation. 

- The definition of the symbolic meaning of the animal elements in ancient Egyptian art, 

especially when designing the metal works, in order not to use animal elements with different 

symbolic meaning in his philosophy within the art design. 

- Metal works in the ancient Egyptian art received great attention. Many metals, stones, 

creams and semiprecious stones were used to emphasize his doctrinal philosophy. 

 

Recommendations: 

- shedding light on more elements and formal elements in the ancient Egyptian art, which are 

linked to the symbolic signs that emphasize the thought and philosophy of ancient 

civilization. 

- Studying symbolic indications of animal elements in the arts of peoples and civilizations. 

- More scientific and technical studies in the field of metal formation of the symbolic meaning 

of the formal bodies for each era of time throughout Egypt. 

- The need to meditate and study the surface treatments with the mineral art of heritage, which 

shed light on the thought and philosophy of Egyptian civilization in its various historical eras. 

- Utilization of analytical and historical studies of the symbolic indications of the different 

formations (plant, animal, writings, etc.) in the design of metal works. 
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